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If you want anyone to change, you have to persuade them they have a problem. 
Then you have to explain the solution. 

Malcolm Turnbull July 2014 

Ad hoc, project-by-project decision-making does not constitute planning, and could 
pre-empt the best transport solution.  Decisions significantly affecting the 

development of Sydney, such as on the Metro projects, cannot be made without an 
overall long-term metropolitan plan.  Sydney is too important. 

Planning Institute of Australia 2009 
 

The ANZAC Metro was born in Ron Christie’s Long Term Rail Development Plan in 2001 and was a superb 
model.  It was largely stand-alone but picked up Epping/Ryde, Barangaroo, Wynyard, Martin Place and St 
James (connections the NSW Government has not acknowledged or matched).  Its direct catchment was 
over 200,000 Vs the earlier CBD Metro’s 10,000.  It would take buses off Parramatta and Victoria Roads, 
Anzac Parade and Oxford Street.  It was the only prospectively successful PPP option in NSW.  It was 
dropped and replaced in a series of catastrophic policy failures from 2008 which led to COAG trying to 
impose discipline on NSW. 
 
The new Prime Minister in 2015, Malcolm Turnbull, undertook to reduce congestion, reactivate the 
disciplines of Infrastructure Australia, and ensure “modal neutrality” in funding projects.  Those intentions 
evaporated in the face of NSW’s determination to force through WestConnex and the Metro trains 
without proper assessment and community engagement (or even engineering pre-specifications).  This is 
despite the NSW Government’s own Audit Commission adverse findings and the bitter experience of what 
the Coalition called the Labor “fiasco”.  The intentions evaporated to the extent that the Federal 
Government allocated substantial grants funds to both WestConnex and the Metros in the 2016 Federal 
Budget without one skerrick of supporting analysis or justification. 
 
The NSW Baird Government’s suite of forced changes to the way that Sydney communities live, work and 
travel, is being conducted in the same manner as the one rejected by COAG.  There is almost no debate 
about this and indeed most of the analyses that governments normally put into democratic processes 
before pre-committing many years of expenditure and the commencement of disruptive works and 
operations appear to have not been prepared.  The Government’s changes include: 

v imposing UrbanGrowth and the Greater 
Sydney Commission to override local 
communities, and to sack councils along 
the routes so that administrators can do 
the same, to force the pace of massive 
apartment blocks over community 
protests 

v forcing an oversupply of local residential 
capacity, generally by a Hong Kong 
operative, over the ability of infrastructure 
and social networks to cope, increasing 
congestion and social unease 

v applying new taxes in growth areas so that 
Sydney will have new-overtaxed and old-
subsidised classes of suburbs 

v reduced community engagement at a time 
USA and UK towns are strengthening local 
vitality 

v worsening housing unaffordability due to 
taxes and continuation of the market 
distortions identified by UNSW’s City 
Futures professor 

v damaging the viability of the Bradfield 
heavy rail system (the Government has 
published no information about 
“unintended consequences”), with 
Ø closures of stations and rail lines for up 

to a year 
Ø permanent new “dual gauge” 

constraint with forced transfers and 
reduced capacity for special events and 
emergencies 

Ø ghost town conditions in “old” station 
networks 

Ø demolition of 50 large buildings adding 
to construction “pollution”. 

 
Despite those bitter memories, the Government’s is a messed-up option of the North Shore through to 
Redfern then Bankstown lines, mixing all models, undermining the Christie/Greiner “service 
improvements” strategy on the Bradfield system (indeed detracting from system efficiencies there and at 



the forced transfer points at Epping, Chatswood, Sydenham/Central and Bankstown), and new 
underground stations next to existing ones.  The transit budget will be exhausted for years to come 
achieving – what?  1% coverage of the 664,000 new dwellings required over only the next 15 years.  The 
money will be gone and future generations crippled in recovering from the mistakes of this one. 
 
Intrinsic to good planning is the consideration of options.  The PM acknowledged the need for unbiased 
testing of options.  Sydney has a wide range of useful projects that were considered by earlier 
Governments and pushed aside by this one, such as: 

Ø the “inner circumferential” line from Hurstville to Strathfield, the cheapest of all transit projects, 
thereby taking one-third of trains out of the CBD and Harbour Bridge, giving more direct services 
to commuters and eliminating the need for a second Harbour Crossing 

Ø using Flexity Swifta tram/trains to run metro services to and from the NorthWest via Parramatta, 
the CBD, Kingsford Smith Airport and Cronulla, without the need for line closings for up to a year, 
massive new taxes or damage to the Bradfield system.  Delays would be minimal and the line 
would run through the most prospective of in-fill suburbs 

Ø a new tram line along Parramatta Road from Leichhardt, new Goanna transit Bridge from the CBD 
to the Overseas Passenger Terminal and Rozelle, a “traffic oasis” in the CBD with transit boulevard 
on the western side, and an innovative solution to traffic and parking woes at Bondi Beach and 
elsewhere 

The Government has not explained why it has omitted the East Hills and Airport line in favour of 
Bankstown – is land development the motive for again abandoning KSA?  The significance of the 
abandoned Epping to Parramatta line has been swept under the carpet.  It is easy to see the essence of 
this line of argument;  and the case is the same as but more substantial than the Property Council’s in 2009 
when it called for a pause to the CBD Metro to allow the proper sequencing of land use/transport planning.   

 
There are too many outstanding issues including low seating ratios, poor route and station locations, risky 
Transit Orientated Development (TOD) real estate developments (which often “work” but not in a 
political sense), and so on.  So many road and rail decisions are being made “on the run”.  It is disgraceful 
that the adverse impacts on the Bradfield heavy rail system have not been calculated and discussed with 
the community, especially as full privatisation is mooted (despite earlier denials).  Extending the 
Coalition’s 2010 Manifesto words about Labor’s metro “fiasco”, one has to  wonder if there is a merchant 
banker or banker alive who would invest more than $20,000,000,000 of other people’s money without 
observing the banks’, clients’ and external rules and probity standards?  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Metro trains are single-decked cars with multiple opening doors along each carriage and therefore 
a low seating ratio, are suited to shorter trips and close-spaced stations, and have a capacity no 
greater than, and almost certainly less than, double-decked trains in Sydney’s circumstances.   



2. The proceeds of contracting-out the electricity poles and wires are nominally funding the metros 
and the second Harbour Crossing it depends on, but that bucket has been over-spent several times 
over.  Privatisation created unholy expectations.  There is no sustainable financing cycle 
underpinning the project otherwise except perhaps a limited land-banking profit on re-sale of the 
50-odd high-rise buildings that will be demolished to make way for underground stations.   

3. The current metro train program is being driven by an initial mistake which is being disguised as a 
positive intervention in the corpus of Sydney’s transit skeleton.  The saving of $200 million 
(0.00025% of the NorthWest’s cost) is leading to some $15 billion in metros:  every major inquiry 
has said that should be deferred for at least 10 years and it has been described by former Premier 
Nick Greiner as “arse-about” in timing re the absence of a meaningful land use/demographic 
precursor plan.  It would be far cheaper to re-bore the tunnels and build one of the options (point 
10 below). 

4. The “intervention” is because the new system shadows the old one, filching passengers at all 
points from Chatswood to Sydenham and further.  It meets neither of the expected objectives, 
namely: 

a. Strengthening the corpus by filling in gaps and providing a viable passenger and financial 
rationale on a shared basis, or 

b. Standing alone as a viable separate system ~ but … 

5. … the Government invented a third, most expensive and least effective of ideas supported by no 
strategic studies or statutory processes, that is to build the metros almost on top of the heavy rail 
stations, reducing the potential of metros and undermining Sydney’s mainstay – lose/lose.  To 
what extent undermine? – who knows, the Government is not saying which is criminal neglect in 
historical perspective.  (The “elephant in the room” was cancellation of the Epping to Parramatta 
link.) 

6. The lines to be converted to metro will not be capable of running double-deckers or have curved 
platforms so this generation is creating its own version of dual-gauge railways, compromising the 
city’s capacity to run integrated services and international sporting festivals such as another 
Olympics. 

7. The lines to be converted will be closed for up to a year each, with associated costs – such costs as 
well as implications for the existing system have not been revealed by the metro meisters. 

8. Passengers having to use both systems for their trips will have to change trains, in perpetuity, as 
there is no way Sydneysiders will permit any government to close down our main world-class 
railway inheritance. 

9. The effectiveness of proposed station at Alexandria or Sydney University is doubted as it would be 
over-investment in a context of chronic under-investment in so many other parts of Sydney 
including the northern beaches.  The one at Barangaroo points the wrong way:  there is already a 
north-south connection, an east-west is the one needed. 

10. The metros is the most expensive of all options but the meisters have ignored the options, thereby 
breaking Treasury and Infrastructure Australia rules, and reversing the best-practice planning 
exercises shown to the world by Sir Rod Eddington.  One obvious option would remove one-third 
of trains from the Bridge.  The options have been integrated in FROM CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO 
GIBBONS 

11. The Bradfield legacy was praised recently by the Prime Minister and Premier but the metro trains 
are compromising Bradfield’s main body of work – the city underground and suburban electrified 
lines were two-thirds of the “Bradfield” package.  “His” foresight in having such a wide Harbour 
Bridge is praised;  but his anticipation of extensions to the existing core system have been 
reversed such as in the Eastern Suburbs, or ignored such as in the innerwest and northern 
beaches.  The Bridge has four track paths and restoring the eastern pair is a forgotten sensible 
option.  (Bradfield’s design exclusivity was vigorously challenged at the time by the Bridge’s 
designers/builders, Dorman Long.)   



12. The Prime Minister’s stated intention of restoring iAust, and the State’s creation of a Greater 
Sydney Commission, cannot work if the metro train program continues as is planned.  Money will 
not be available for the inner orbital, or The Bays.  The Options will provide more flexibility and 
other advantages.  NSW Treasury’s guidelines were largely ignored by Treasurers Baird, Constance 
and Berejiklian, and the transfer to iNSW was more like an evaporation.  There are consistent and 
endemic failures in analysing and assessing alternative means of meeting long-term urban and 
regional economic, social, equity and like outcome expectations.  Current agencies are loaded with 
acolytes and even lobbyists (the latter have a peculiar efficiency in NSW). 

13. Overall, the metro trains will tend to increase congestion;  and the options that would reduce 
congestion are forsaken.  Media and industry observers give the impression they do not 
understand the reality of the metro trains:  but this may be a case of “the emperor has no clothes”.  
The process is arguably illegitimate in practice and process;  and can and should be paused while 
options are assessed properly. 

Introduction 
 
The new Prime Minister heralded a new start to investment in urban infrastructure including a re-
invigoration of Infrastructure Australia’s.  As yet, iA’s “future list” for NSW is empty;  yet Sydney is 
experiencing a major intervention into the corpus of the city and suburban electric rail system.  That had 
been the product of the Improvement Generation led by then Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas Hughes.  His 
Improvement of Sydney Royal Commission set a “planning consensus” in the interests of the whole 
metropolis a bit over a century ago.  There is no consensus now and some current programs are likely to 
worsen congestion.  The Bradfield legacy was recently praised by the PM and Premier Mike Baird;  but that 
legacy is being undermined in practice.  The equivalent of “a butterfly flapping its wings in China” was a 
0.00025% ($200 million) “saving” on small-bore tunnels which is arguably costing more than $10 billion.  
This reverses commonsense in Sydney’s context which has long been dominated by resource constraints 
and widespread unfulfilled needs. 
 
The critical factors include 

• How to service 664,000 new dwellings in Sydney over just 15 years, the Metro meeting about 1% 

• How to raise capital without creating two classes of citizens – Past-subsidised and new-overtaxed 

• How to reduce dependence on carbon fuels 

• How to maintain standards of safe employment, transit and accommodation throughout the 
metropolis, for children, old people and families etc 

How to generate community enthusiasm, vitality and “willingness to pay”?  Faced with two choices, build 
a new system to fill in gaps (not duplicate what previous generations gave us);  or strengthen what we 
have and defer new projects (as recommended by two expert Christie reports and iNSW), the Government 
invented a third, a most expensive and least effective of ideas supported by no strategic studies or 
statutory processes.  It is seemingly illegitimate in law, practice and process.  That that could happen 
indicates continuing dysfunctionalities in ”governance”, involving official agencies and central bodies, and 
“private” interests including such supplicants as universities, lobbies and contractors.  The metros might 
be “modern” and visually attractive but worsen congestion. 
 

The NSW Government is also repeating Labor’s refusal to observe COAG and Treasury guidelines.  The 
NSW Planning for Growth comprises unproven, untested and non-validated individual projects which 
fully meet what the Planning Institute of Australia said in 2009 of Labor, 

Ad hoc, project-by-project decision-making does not constitute planning, and could pre-empt the 
best transport solution.  Decisions significantly affecting the development of Sydney, such as on 
the Metro projects, cannot be made without an overall long-term metropolitan plan.  Sydney is 
too important. 

“Congestion” is a surrogate for how well infrastructure provision and demographic/economic activities 
and loads are balanced.  Sydney’s congestion is chronic and bound to get worse;  despite PM Turnbull 



putting it as his first undertaking.  The Minister for Cities, Angus Taylor MP, was handed the following 
graphic which had no perceptible effect over the ensuing months: 
 

 
-------- positive   --------  erroneous 

Coordinator-General of Rail’s (Ron Christie’s) work in 2000-01 provided for a new generation of fast short-
distance “metros”, in the longer term, that is single-deck trains with fast loading and off-loading.  He saw 
them filling gaps in the heavy rail system which more urgently needed broad strengthening through the 
untangling of inter-twined lines, dispersed overnight stabling, better signals and train management, 
updated rollingstock and so on.  Nick Greiner supported that in iNSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy – and 
more generally supported views put earlier by the Planning Institute of Australia and the Association of 
Consulting Engineers Australia about the befuddled CBD Metro:  “The land use plan should have come first 
… There’s no point Transport doing its masterplan .. if you haven’t worked out where jobs are and where 
people are … So the Metro Plan was supposed to happen along with our SIS … so clearly that’s a bit arse-
about” (SMH February 2013).   
 
iNSW’s full position was: 

Additional capacity will be required in the core of the rail network, particularly the CBD, over the 
next 20 years. This must be provided using existing assets wherever possible, given the extremely 
high cost of new construction. Accordingly, Infrastructure NSW recommends increased use of the 
City Circle to provide additional capacity for suburban services in the CBD within 10 years. 

Beyond year 10, the extension of rapid transit from the NWRL to the CBD over the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge and then on to Strathfield is recommended. 

That was without assessing the Anzac Metro, inner-orbital or Goanna Bridge, so it had its own 
methodological problems.  Going more generally, the much-maligned double-deckers have kin in the high-
speed fleets of Europe and Asia – the TGV and Shinkansen both have double-decked bullet trains! 
 
Instead, what is happening seems to be:   

• The metro train network meets none of the usual objectives – neither new viable system nor wise 
strengthening of the existing system 

• The works are commercially unviable in revenue and cost terms, indeed it is the most expensive and 
inefficient possible scheme or so it seems 

• The program will cannibalise the existing double-decker system, causing long-term unforeseen 
consequences, without meeting land use development and taxation goals 

• The program will inconvenience commuters to/from NW and elsewhere permanently, compared 
with an alternative. 

“Reducing congestion” covers transport access across regions, 
age groups and time zones;  trucks and buses on roads;  and 
self-containment of developing fringes which is often talked 

 

In the 1960s Mathew A Crenson wrote a 
landmark book, The Unpolitics of Air 
Pollution:  Non-decision-making in the 
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about but success is the rare exception.   The Planning Minister 
among others has said that those who do not understand 
history are bound to repeat its mistakes;  but does his 
government?   

The £27 million spent by that earlier generation on rail works – 
the Harbour Bridge, the City Underground and clean suburban 
trains – made Sydney the envy of many cities including 
Melbourne.  They met that generation’s key objective, namely 
moving families from slums into healthy suburbs and giving 
them cheap transport to and from work.  The double-decked 
carriages became intrinsic to absorbing a growing population.  
The network was extensive, generally reliable (with periodic 
disastrous exceptions), but expensive, and while Ministers 
extended electrification and built several new lines, the system 
was not adjusted to the extent anticipated by earlier 
generations. 

That was the first big strategic mistake in Sydney’s transport 
planning.  The Royal Commission proposed that the railways 
replace inner tram trunk services, the trams to become cross-
regional feeders.  This was re-affirmed in two subsequent 
reports by overseas experts (around 1930).  If that had been 
done, Sydney would have been better serviced than Zurich.  
That it was not done has had endless repercussions, especially 
for congestion.  Sydney slipped down the international league 
tables as demographics spread houses and jobs away from the 
rail spines and land use planning became reactive more than 
positive. 

With congestion being a massive national challenge, it might 
even be that the metro trains will worsen congestion, not ease 
it, in fringe areas and major corridors, 

Cities.  The critical state of American cities 
before the State of California intervened 
was a reflection of motoring and oil 
companies’ paranoid concern at anything 
that would hurt their bottom lines.  They 
fought fuel efficiency technology and public 
transport.  Their values and campaigns were 
reflected in national, state and city 
governance.  Crenson’s analyses nailed the 
reasons for and consequences of inaction.   
 
His analyses are relevant to Sydney’s plight – 
a long period of professional analyses about 
structural deficiencies in Sydney’s major 
road and rail assets, leading to 
recommendations and even Budget 
decisions, then Governmental reversals - 
non-decision-making, negativity, “spin” and 
“broken promises”.   
 
Sydney’s “Improvement Generation” of a 
century or so ago including Thomas Hughes, 
JJC Bradfield and Jack Lang did the opposite 
– they planned, debated and built, giving 
Sydney a magnificent legacy of an 
underground city “metro” (on the Parisian 
model), suburban electric railways, and the 
Harbour Bridge – apart from widened main 
roads, new food and merchandise markets, 
improved garbage and other municipal 
services, and balanced funding sources. 
 
We have forgotten our own legacy. 

and impose burdens on State budgets beyond their own chapter.  What started as a $200 million saving in 
tunnels has had unintended consequences including enduring impacts on private property, the main train 
system, community well-being and the State’s reputation. 
 
The Government’s election manifesto in March 2011, “Make NSW Number One Again” contained these 
words: 

… over 15 years of Labor, projects have gone off the rails with multi-million dollar cost overruns and 
blowouts in completion dates. Some projects have incurred hundreds of millions of dollars in 
expenditure – and been cancelled with nothing to show for it.  No boardroom, or CEO in the private 
sector would be permitted to get away with such incompetence…. Labor’s Rozelle Metro fiasco has 
cost at least $498 million in cancellation compensation costs.  (The Coalition will have ) Independent 
verification of Treasury costings; and Clear statements on the impact of costings on forward budgets. 

 
In September 2015 the new PM told the media that 

"Integration is critical, we shouldn't be discriminating between one form of transit and another ... 
roads are not better than mass transit or vice versa, each has their place. Infrastructure should be 
assessed objectively and rationally on its merits. There is no place for ideology here at all." 

The metro trains break all of these principles and promises.  It is most important that Sydney not make its 
second really big strategic mistake.   Warning signs from the 2000s were heeded by some and that is why it 
is suggested there be a pause in the haste in which the Second Harbour Crossing and metro train changes 
are being implemented ahead of community engagement and planning system legitimacy.  There need to 
be specific studies of how the metros as formulated will impact on existing stations and systems, on land 



uses, and on the State Budget among other things.  That the pause is feasible and responsible is 
established in this report. 

The Context 
 
The nexus between Coalition Governments in Canberra and Sydney sees dysfunctionality percolating 
towards a crisis, the new Prime Minister says what he wants to achieve but is not saying how he will 
correct NSW’s path to perdition – rising congestion, worsening housing affordability, mismatches 
between population growth and transport spending, and ideological labour attitudes wasting billions of 
dollars in the pursuit of driverless trains (with a “make it up as we go” technical approach and recycling of 
errors of 2007-09 growing like a hydra-headed monster).  Metro and WestConnex projects are as isolated 
from democratic engagement as any projects in memory.  
 
The new national Turnbull Government from 2015 was unable to rein-in its unruly cohabitant.  Its planks, to 
reduce congestion, reinforce Infrastructure Australia and be “mode neutral”, vaporised under the realities 
of Party politics, to Turnbull’s disadvantage.   
 
NSW’s Planning Minister promised a “new paradigm” of engagement but without hope it can be 
achieved. 
 
Sydney had been one of the world’s great cities for about a century.  It had been through five major 
phases before the one now confronting it, with only one being based on participative democracy:  that 
“Improvement” generation produced a community willingness to invest in its future;  as against taxation 
imposed by parliamentary fiat and worse, by secret contract and sequestered tolls. 
 
The NSW Minister for Planning, Rod Staples, has decried pointless consultation in his Ph D thesis (2007).   
He promised a “new paradigm” with the circumscribed and subordinated Greater Sydney Commission.  
The planning system had been degraded incrementally and come to resemble fascistic domination by 
2015: 



 
 

WestConnex was removed from public surveillance presumably due to community protests about impacts 
on communities.  As in other cases such as the metros, alternatives had been developed over the years 
but these were cold-shouldered in what the Daily Telegraph called “black box thinking”.  As well, it 
became obvious there was a lack of fore-planning and capricious changes were the order of the day.  That 
is seen also in the Metro chronology (updated in 2018): 
 

The$old$paradigm$–communi.es$come$last$
Metros$are$proof$that$a$bu6erfly$flapping$its$wings$over$China$can$change$a$place$as$far$away$as$Sydney$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$The$new$paradigm?$Not$unless$Rob$Stokes$is$a$magician$who$can$turn$self=interest$into$sanc.ty$

•  PIA,%PCA,%UDIA%and%Business%Chamber%join%in%a%Coalition%for%
Planning%Reform%to%push%Part%3A%and%subsequent%ideas%

•  Part%3A%(Knowles,%Sartor)%

•  Newcastle%developerGled%rail%taskforces%lack%credibility%

•  Carr’s%sacking%of%Lord%Mayor%Lucy%Turnbull,%an%ongoing%disaster%

•  Clover%Moore’s%Jan%Gehl%railroading%

•  Dropping%the%only%prospectively%successful%transit%PPP,%the%ANZAC%
METRO%

•  Refusal%to%align%with%COAG’s%directions%over%sequential%planning%
and%application%of%accepted%standards%

•  Campaign%to%neuter%Vince%Graham%in%RailCorp%

•  Dyer/Moore%sacking%and%dissolution%of%new%Planning%Act%
engagement%

•  NW,%West%and%CBD%Metros%in%a%“fiasco”%of%a%process%

•  Eastern%Distributor%alternative%road%strangulation%

•  Lane%Cove%Tunnel%alternative%road%strangulation%

•  Removal%of%Newcastle%track%preemptorily%

•  Devonshire%Street%tram%

•  Botanic%Garden%treeGculling%

•  Rose%Bay%marina%

•  Bondi%Road%tram%

•  George%Street%tram%in%lieu%of%Pitt/Castlereagh%

•  Removal%of%trees%to%make%way%for%the%ES%trams%

•  Closure%of%Long%Bay%Gaol%for%developers’%profits%

•  Appointment%of%Morris%Iemma%(union%basher)%to%GSC%

•  NW%mainline%converted%to%Metro%without%engagement%

•  UDIA%policy%director%appointed%as%Hazzard’s%chief%policy%adviser%

•  Berejiklian%taking%chief%positions%from%the%linked%Tourism%&%Transport%
Taskforce%and%Infrastructure%Partnerships%Australia%

•  Urban%activation%zones%

•  Failed%engagement%over%Anzac%Parade%activation%

•  Priority%planning%zones%

•  Ryde/Epping%densification%

•  BOF’s%contempt%towards%Greiner%as%chair%of%iNSW%

•  Sansom%inquiry%into%local%government%as%preGordained%by%LG&SA,%LGMA%
and%DLG,%over%the%top%of%BOF’s%instructions%to%Page%and%Hazzard%

•  PAC%removing%responsibility%from%state%and%local%governments%

•  Removal%of%WestConnex%from%public%information%and%general%access%
and%engagement%

•  Imposition%of%WestConnex%and%Metros%on%Greater%Sydney%Commission%
as%policy%imperatives%albeit%illegitimate%in%themselves%

•  Greater%Sydney%Commission’s%powers%over%council%instruments%and%
removal%of%local%government%from%main%committee%

•  Amalgamations%forced%over%the%logical%objections%of%Professors%Dollery%
and%Sansom%

•  Force&majeure%levelled%at%mayors%and%councils%over%the%highly%selective%
set%of%council%amalgamations%

•  IPART’s%overGruling%of%accepted%standards%in%rateGsetting%and%longGterm%
financial%planning%

•  Closure%of%Bankstown%line%for%up%to%a%year,%perhaps%more%with%late%
realisation%of%a%“need”%to%straighten%tracks%and%platforms%in%lieu%of%
buying%the%right%rollingstock%



 
 

The current scheme 
 
To paraphrase, the extension of the Chatswood to Epping line (announced in 1988 to go to Parramatta) to 
the NorthWest’s Rouse Hill and thereabouts from Cheltenham/North Epping was announced in 2005, 
together with a new tunnel under the Harbour.  Labor brought the nominal completion date forward 
which led to credibility questions, then in 2008 the Anzac Metro (planning started in 2000) was replaced 
by a NW Metro of about 40 kms.   
 
The controversy forced the dropping of that in October 2008; with a concurrent announcement of a short 
CBD Metro which also caused controversy and was dropped.  Federal Minister Albanese proposed a Green 

2001
2009

2011
2012

2012
2001

2009
2011

2012
2012 2013

Christie Report 
contains a 
comprehensive agenda 
for strengthening the 
Bradfield rail system 
plus adaptation 
through selected 
metros 20 years down 
the line.

RailCorp Board took 
Christie's River Metro 
idea and developed it as 
the Anzac Metro - #1 
PPP prospect

Iemma/Rees Labor 
fear RTBU and 
handover of broken 
promises. With 
Rodd Staples they 
"think-up" a series 
of Metro blunders, 
leading to 
cancellation of all in 
2010.

Metro lobbies 
complain and 
continue campaign 
citing Staples

O'Farrell had called 
Labor's metros a 
"fiasco" coming from 
a "stench" of 
capricious 
politicisation of 
transport.( iA 
questioned value of 
NW Link.) Promised 
to stay with 
Bradfield, set up 
iNSW under Nick 
Greiner.
Refused to adopt 
Creative 

Reconstruction

Baird's Budget contained 
Bradfield;  but Berejiklian 
had recruited four Metro 
lobbyists incl Staples.

iNSW reported: keep 
largely to Christie agenda, 
use City Circle more, defer 
metros and 2nd Crossing, 
N/S bus tunnel in CBD, 
undergrounding of Parra 
Road (no go)
TfNSW issued inadequate 
L/T Trans Master Plan. 

Berejiklian reduced 
diameter of NW tunnels to 
eliminate Bradfield and 
interoperability.
Announced three metros - 
NW to Sydenham, 
Bankstown, Illawarra, 
demonised Greiner and 
danced  when he resigned 
(as BOF smirked).
M Turnbull expresses 
admiration for Berejiklian 
trams, doesn't mention 
Greiner's stronger logic.
Apparatchik Staples 
predicts 2nd Crossing and 
wide network of metros

Berejiklian finds she cannot link 
Sydenham with Illawarra.
Planning Minister Stokes 
announces densification 
approaches to Bankstown 
Corridor, UGNSW scares 
everyone with doubling of 
targets along Parra Rd.
Professions & lobbies refuse 
to act (PIA later eulogises 
GSC).
Baird imposes secret penalty 
on Newcastle Port while 
neutering Wollongong's Nick 
Whitlam, Berejiklian releases 
weak freight & ports plan that 
befriends Botany Club

2014
2015

2016
2017

2018
2014

2015
2016

2017

McNally from TfNSW to head 

up Planning

Reardon to head up Premier & 

Cabinet

Staples to head up TfNSW

PIA published special panygeric for 

GSC in June '17, a disgraceful 

betrayal of historical standards

Baird announces 
West Metro is next 
priority;  and that a 
West Harbour road 
tunnel will be built 
and extended from 
Rozelle to Allambie 
Hts on the Nth 
Beaches.  
Poles & Wires 
achieve nett $15.9 
billion compared with 
commitments which 
grew to over $80 b. 
Feds release pro-
Berejiklian "cloak of 
invisibility" suite of 
"30 Minute City" and 
"3 Cities" while GSC 
continues support 
for the opposite 
infrastructure 
pseudo-plan - all 
nonsense

Baird announces 2nd 
Harbour xing as cut-
down metro tunnel.
Greater Sydney 
Commission created 
as an interventionist 
militia.  Malcolm 
Turnbull becomes 
PM, starts to 
metrofy DIRD and iA
Administrators 
appointed in 
contentious council 
areas
iA starts to 
mythologise 
Berejiklian metro, 
tram, connex and 
tunnel "decisions" 
w/o proper process.

Metros realise they 
have to reconstruct 
long sections of the 
Bankstown line to 
straighten them, to 
allow (wrong) vehicles 
to serve stations.  
Closure for up to 12 
months unannounced 
previously. Planning 
Minister Stokes ups 
then downs housing 
targets.
Berejiklian closes the 
Newcastle Line at 
Wickham which is the 
most stupid of all 
options, leaving the 
Stewart Ave level 
Crossing in place for 
the next generations to 
fight over.  Malice 
reminescent of 
Devonshire St in Surry 
Hills, also a tram 
blunder

Lucy Turnbull to Chief 

Comm  and Sarah Hill to 

CEO of Gt Syd Comm - had  

supported Baird & 

Berejiklian. McNally to GSC 

and iNSW

Interlinked political appointments reinforce Turnbull/Berejiklian illicit 

infrastructure agenda.  Turnbull replaced by Scott Morrison in August 2018 

but the planning stench continued unabated.

PM Turnbull and agencies (iA particularly) and NSW's 
Berejiklian and GSC pursue unlegitimised and sub-economic 
acts of "folly & infamy", Berejiklian enforces "WAinc" by 
incorporating GSC as subsidiary agency - which steals RG's 
expressnet approach
• Calfas Port Panel to reinforce  Botany-Moorebank
    monopoly, false proposal for social contracts
• WS City Deal & St Marys Metro as illegitimate
    replacements of better Airport, freight and
    commuter access schemes - Fed & State Budgets, 
    Frydenberg refuses Budget Repair in MYEFO
 • iA continues with pretense that "business cases"
    are in development as sufficient for priority listing
    + steals RG impacts assessment pre-condition
• NorthWest southern extension (St Marys on) is latest 
    jumble of retro-justifications
• Bankstown Metro - Berejiklian steals RG ideas for
    faster & cheaper but not more effective and
    better options, RG exposes incompetence in 
    GSC densification targets in Bankstown & Nth Shore
• Berejiklian loony idea of moving Rozelle congestion 1 km    
    @ $4 billion, and sterilisation of Glebe Island, to frustrate 
     RG & community, PM does nothing
• TfNSW certified insane over The Bays/truck congestion

Berejiklian becomes 
Premier, takes commercial 
densification under own 
control, announces she is 
pushing forward on metros 
w/o delay.  Unfunded 
promises blow out past $70 
billion.
GSC failed to plan proper 
infrastructure but    
inveigled  PM to fund a 
developer-led tram in lieu of    
CBD/regional tram network
Chief Commissioner of GSC 
declares "full steam 
ahead".
Fed Budget gifts $78.3 m to 
GSC's unlegitimised Parra 
tram 
Turnbull sets up three 
unConstitutional sub tabula 
schemes, CLARA (under 
Faster Trains) being a nasty 
con, the WS City Deal the 
greatest planning blunder in 
Australian history



Line being a western metro.  2010 brought promises of metros to Westmead, Olympic Park to Hurstville 
and to UNSW/Maroubra plus a relief line under the CBD and heavy rail to the NW.  A Blueprint Reference 
Panel appeared and disappeared.   
 
A change in Premiers brought further changes, mainly dropping the metros and having a fast rail to 
Parramatta via a new tunnel from Redfern to Wynyard.  (The Parramatta to Epping line was designed to 
release train paths on the Sydney/Parramatta main line.  It was dropped amidst political jockeying in 2011.  
UniSyd lost a tram “promise”  and UNSW  rail and metro options along the way.) 
 
The incoming Coalition Government issued roads, rail and other “futures” reports, and brought in 
previous ideas such as WestConnex which is mainly a “missing links” backlog program in the regional road 
system.  It also created Infrastructure NSW (iNSW) under the chairmanship of the Hon Nick Greiner, 
presumably inspired by the federal achievements of Infrastructure Australia (iA) under the chairmanship 
of Sir Rod Eddington. 
 
The rail component of iNSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy reflected Ron Christie’s report from 2001 and 
2010, namely focus on the strengthening of the legacy rail system – an indispensable asset for Sydney – 
and the deferral of major new expenditure, effectively for up to 20 years.  Christie proposed a careful, 
staged approach – as he would, being a consummate professional.  The metros would come in about 20 
years.  Jumping to the end of that decade, a confused and contentious iteration of announcements about 
various metros emerged which led to a loss of community confidence, explicit criticisms from national 
bodies, and political promises to “end the nonsense”.   
 
Hiatus followed but then the whirlwind – a series of recent announcements is leading the expenditure of 
between $20 billion and $30 billion on long-distance metros.  The prospect of using the proceeds of out-
sourcing electricity poles and wires excited politicians and the media, although that $13 billion or so will 
not spread across rail, road and other agenda except very thinly.  The new metro system is not stand-
alone, indeed it cannibalises the dominant system.   
 
The Minister for Transport announced  

Ø Extension of the small-diameter metro trains to the Bankstown line and Hurstville on the Illawarra 
line 

Ø New tunnel under the Harbour so as to allow NW trains to run through Chatswood into the CBD. 

The Minister presented no detail about costs and benefits, options, operational considerations and service 
levels, objectives, and risk analyses.  A number of press releases ensued including the placement of “new” 
stations adjacent to existing stations such as St Leonards-Crows Nest, Victoria Cross-North Sydney, 
Barangaroo-Wynyard, Martin Place-Martin Place, Pitt Street-Town Hall and Central-Central, and probably 
Sydenham, with a choice between Alexandria and Sydney University (with another at Newtown possibly) 
as mentioned later.  The complexity of intermodal and inter-system arrangements has not been spelt out 
and costed. 
 
The front page of the SMH on 23 November 2015 heralded a “billion dollar blitz“ of property resumptions 
and demolitions in Sydney’s CBD and North Sydney.  Why underground stations necessitate clear-felling of 
office blocks is an interesting question, including whether there is a land-banking motive (such as profit on 
sale of up-scaled new buildings).  On 6 December the metro maestros’ puzzlement at what to do with 
curved platforms was revealed – normally one buys trains to suit the system not the other way around.  
Why many commuters from the south-west will have to change trains twice a day in perpetuity is also a 
mystery and there seems to be no accounting for commuters’ costs and disbenefits. 
 
A general observation is that this is a sad and unprofessional saga that has been dominated by political 
maneuvering without the benefit of Ron Christie’s professional guidance (except for the Anzac Metro) or 
Sir Rod Eddington’s competent methodology.   



Blunder-checking, what are the issues? 
 
A careful assessment based on the major reports by Ron Christie, ideas from local experts, and Nick 
Greiner’s iNSW work in iNSW, also drawing on Sir Rod Eddington’s excellent east-west reports in London 
and Melbourne, raises several issues including: 

Ø Needing to clarify objectives which have conflicting outcomes 

Ø Ensuring that the inconvenience and expense associated with closing main lines for up to a year 
will actually increase system capacity  

Ø Assessing necessity of reducing seating to one quarter of passenger numbers  

Ø Improving integration with strategic land use and broader infrastructure planning including 
schools, hospitals and so on 

Ø Improving the value of the investment at site and corridor levels and the “economic costs” of not 
doing so 

Ø Increasing the self-funding nature of the investment and ensuring that programs are cost-effective 

Ø Incorporating other options where they have higher anticipated benefits through congestion, land 
use, accessibility and other changes 

Ø Recognising the merit of basing systemic planning on the criteria, assessment and other 
improvements developed by the UK and local Treasuries and used by Sir Rod Eddington and 
others, and not forgetting the contribution of two great Christie reports (the logic of the latter 
being reflected in iNSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy). 

The principles of successful project development have been documented by Eddington in London and 
Melbourne, iA in guidelines issued to Australian States and Territories, and hundreds of other sources over 
time.  There is no mystery.  The capriciousness displayed by political arms acting in concert with a selected 
few advisors out of the glare of accountability has been described by many.  The inquiry into Port 
Macquarie Council documented the dangers as seen in the selection, development and completion of a 
project that was out of control (the Glasshouse).  This is now a common governance situation. 
 
The incoming Prime Minister has stated he will restore the involvement of iA in order to de-politicise urban 
infrastructure programs.  This would mean a prudent separation between the executive and political arms 
of government such as was weakened in NSW from the 1980s according to accounts published by former 
Directors-General.  Main options such as the Anzac Metro, the inner-orbital and the Goanna Bridge have 
disappeared – inappropriately – from the planning agenda.  The current programs would have to be 
paused as the options might be cheaper, faster and more effective as has not been denied. 
 
In the case of the metro trains, eight main heads of discussion emerged as the review progressed.  These 
are presented below, with explanatory words, the full set of headings, conclusions, solutions and 
explanations appearing in the Appendix: 

  



Heading Broad conclusions 

Clarity of objectives and 
intents 

• (see above) 

Capacity of metro 
trainsets versus double-
decked trains 

• Metro trains cannot carry more passengers per hour within known operating 
limitations, claims to the contrary were wrong (notes in Appendix) 

• Replacing conventional trains on the Bankstown, Illawarra and Liverpool lines 
cannot be justified on capacity grounds, massive expenditure and disruption 
will produce equivalent capacity or less 

• Early construction of the Harbour Xing is unjustified unless and until an obvious 
option is independently analysed. 

Lack of value of metro 
train locations 

• Sydney University cannot justify a new station within 5 minutes’ walk of Redfern 
(too close for duplication, too far for interchange) 

• UrbanGrowth accesses two stations already in the Green Square area and 
cannot justify a third 

• North Shore & CBD new stations are adjacent to existing stations which are not 
over-loaded 

• Barangaroo has a north-south station and needs an east-west connection 
instead 

• Bankstown, Illawarra and Liverpool have a service already and do not need 
massive disruptions 

• Bus and car congestion elsewhere shows a need for smarter projects 
 

Congestion impacts and 
ongoing operational 
constraints 

• Each line will close for up to a year with massive replacement bus costs – 
Bankstown, Illawarra and Liverpool, adverse satisfaction ratings 

• Numbers of commuters will fall and their costs rise due to inconvenience 

Cost and logic of Harbour 
Crossing (Xing) and 
related projects 

• Tunnelling will be difficult or impossible – Transfield’s Tunnel and RailCorp’s 
Anzac Metro showed that 

• Likely to cost $12 billion, or $9 billion more than the option 

Value of alternative/s using 
Swifta tram/trains – no 
alternatives were analysed 
in public and Govt appears 
to resist outsiders’ ideas 

Benefits of inner-orbital 
• Costed at c $3 b (SSROC study 2010) 
• Can use Swifta tram/trains to speed implementation and to reduce impacts 
• 2/3 of SE commuters will have a more direct service to/from work  
• Benefits of Goanna include support for liner passengers and innerwest residents 

Budget impacts • Cost of servicing is equivalent to c $991 million a year for 20 years 
• This is the highest-cost option 

Conflicts of interest and 
Sound infrastructure 
planning cycle based on 
Treasury and iAust 
guidelines 

City of Sydney – seen to be 
• Highly biassed to ES tram and opposed to metro train alternative regardless of 

merit 
• committed to George St tram and opposed to “Oasis” circumferential by-pass 

regardless of merit 
UniSyd 
• opposed to dropping support for metro station even though it is 4 minutes walk 

from Redfern Station and rejects internal transit system which would be a 
superb replacement across the campus 

UGNSW  
• pursuing a “loose cannon” approach to The Bays 

 
Another major concern was the selection of Bankstown as the first extension of the NW Metro.  Was this 
random or well-considered?  Nothing substantive has been published on this, it seems, so two railway 
experts were asked to extrapolate on their perceptions towards an explanation.  Here are the views: 



Why Bankstown? You're right that there are 
alternatives: a good one would be Revesby via 
the airport. Another, far more expensive, would 
be a new metro line to Parramatta north of 
Parramatta Road. Bankstown has the attraction 
of combining the new operation with urban 
consolidation. Housing stock along the line is 
mostly a century old and not of very high quality. 
Lots of apartments for our growing population 
near stations on the metro line to Bankstown is 
the Government's reasoning [but this applies to 
all corridors and the inner orbital would serve a 
swath of congested suburbs]. 

The Bankstown line has a different pattern of travel to 
the usual AM/PM peak flows on other lines.  On the 
Bankstown line, there are larger numbers travelling at 
all times through the non-peak period - go to study 
centres, Chinatown and elsewhere. It hard to get a seat 
before 1000, whereas the AM peak is mostly over by 
0830 on other lines.  Whether that is the reason I 
cannot answer.  Of course politically, it is the easiest 
line to convert to Metro as most travellers come from 
a low socio-economic group with little ability to 
protest about the proposal. 

What are the solutions? 
 
The Appendix contains detailed chronologies which suggest that this is a case of “the emperor has no 
clothes” in that the confusing cycle of iterations before 2011, the clarity of purpose of the new government 
post-2011, and the public acceptance of the ministers involved, led to a lack of critical appraisal by 
academics, media, political and industry figures, and other governments.  If that “second big mistake” is to 
be avoided, a strong light needs to be shone on the emperor.  The solutions, in short, are suggested to be: 
 

Heading Solution/s 
 

Clarity of objectives and 
intents 

• Re-focus as either 
o Create a new, viable system, or 
o Use resources wisely to strengthen the system 
o Increase seating ratio as a requirement 

• Better inform politics and media 
(See below for NW) 

Capacity of metro trainsets 
versus double-decked trains 

• Re-bore NW tunnels so the reverse applies – conventional trains can run 
there and save money everywhere else ($3-5 billion?) 

• Provide earlier NW access to mainlines through Swifta tram/trains on 
roads then rails 

Lack of value of metro train 
locations 

• Pause metro train program 
• Assess local connectivity improvements around Redfern and Green 

Square 
• Assess potential for land banking and sustainable financing under other 

options (see below) 
• Investigate Bath-style internal access scheme at SydUni (cf provided 

copy of Bondi Beach case study©  
• UrbanGrowth and Govt to focus on Anzac Metro and Goanna Bridge via 

iAust 
Congestion impacts and 
ongoing operational 
constraints 

• Cease extension of metro trains unless and until a proper strategy 
assessment is made independently of politicians 

Cost and logic of Harbour 
Crossing (Xing) and related 
projects 

• Pause Xing work and refer a full enquiry to iAust  

Value of alternative/s using 
Swifta tram/trains – no 

• See above re The Bays “loose cannon” 
• See “lack of value” above 
• Cost the alternative uses of Xing budgets and assess benefits 



alternatives were analysed in 
public 

Conflicts of interest and Sound 
infrastructure planning cycle 
based on Treasury and iAust 
guidelines 

• Support publication of this and other reform analyses 
• Implement web and direct information and exchange discussion 
• Require adherence to professional analyses (Christie, Eddington and 

here) and iAust and iNSW guidelines, updated as necessary 
 
There appears to be no intrinsic impediment to reversion to the 2012 iNSW package, with an emphasis on 
system efficiency and reliability (with the Harbour Crossing coming later if it is shown to be the preferred 
option compared with diverting trains away from the CBD/Bridge).  This is also the Christie approach.  
Contention will lie around the vested interests who are pushing for one solution over others. 
 
World “best practice” is London’s CrossRail project which was approved as a result of Sir Rod Eddington’s 
approach, based on UK Treasury guidelines, shown below. 
 
Sydney got used to the claim that “we put the customer first” during the NW and CBD Metro imbroglios.  
That is repeated with this package which closes lines for up to a year and replaces double-deck capacity 
with metros of about equivalent capacity.  The major difference in capacity is the Harbour Crossing which 
was to be/will be built to full train standards, and thus applies to both technologies (as did the NW 
initially). 
 
The options - tunnel Vs reduction of trains through the centre - has to be decided in the Eddington 
manner.  Spending a massive amount of money and disrupting commuters and a long-term operational 
environment without producing massive benefits would be disastrous.   
 
Christie also had a list of “forgotten projects” including Hurstville to Strathfield, and the RTBU’s booklet 
on the NW, SW and Epping to Parramatta lines had a powerful two-page chronology of broken promises.  
Among the unresolved outstandings are the broad idea espoused by Michael Easson and Kristina Keneally 
among others – a fast train service between Parramatta and the CBD.  Epping to Parramatta was stymied 
by politicking between national and state governments.  The issues are too complex and the long-term 
financial and operational implications too profound to permit another back-of-the-envelope catastrophe.   
 
Christie’s 2001 and 2010 reports had hundreds of sector and spot improvements which have been chopped 
around and need to be appraised properly now, in order to relieve congestion and over-crowding to the 
best possible extent.   
 
The strategic options need to be included in the Eddington exercise;  but not so the operational matters. 
There is precedent:  1926 was a critical point in world technological change and “railway electrification” 
conferences were held in Basle, Wellington NZ and most importantly Sydney which was then the “social 
laboratory of the world”.  Bradfield and the multitude of other engineers who had planned the immense 
city and suburban electrification works, especially the flyovers at Central, were represented via detailed 
technical papers and in symposia.  They demonstrated the impressive thought and attention to detail that 
this technological revolution demanded;  and Sydney excelled.  That’s what we have to do again if there is 
expertise enough left in the State apparatus. 
 
iA summarised the defects of submissions put to it – shown here as a legitimate guidepost to what should 
be done: 

1. The quality of problem definition is poor… making it difficult to assess the scale of the problem or to 
identify the most pressing problems. 

2. Consideration of different interventions or solutions are rare…. Genuine consideration of different 
options is a fundamental step in identifying the best solutions for Australia. 

3. Many of the projects proposed are isolated from city, corridor or network planning…. 
4. The quality of economic analysis is absent or weak in places. In addition, an inevitable result of the 



different approaches taken by different organisations is that methodologies are difficult to compare. 
Greater commonality between methodologies would help comparisons and also help states and 
territories to deal with often complex analytical issues (such as the assessment of Wider Economic 
Benefits). 

 
The Association of Consulting Engineers Australia issued Sydney Towards Tomorrow -  10+ million people by 
2050:  how to make Greater Sydney the world’s most liveable city in 40 years, in November 2009.  It pointed 
to a situation in Sydney that is leading “to a range of inefficiencies and lost opportunities that are less than 
ideal in the context of a city such as Sydney”, including:  

• Poorly identified needs, visions and aims;  

• Projects and outcomes of lower value delivered less efficiently;  

• Negative impacts on investor confidence;  

• Slowed development, diminished quality of development; and  

• Short term decision making. 

Overseas administrations have shown how important it is to have strongly-based outcome indicators to 
guide planning, budgeting, implementation and operations.  Instead NSW has reduced its performance 
reporting regime. 
 
The Government has not identified which corridors in Sydney and other cities merit attention against 
accepted criteria.  A starting point was the Urban Transport Statement of 2006 (which was dropped by 
the Iemma Government): 

 

 
The modal split in each corridor would give a 
pointer as to whether transit investment 
might reduce road congestion. The Metros 
could provide full or partial solutions to a 
number of Sydney’s problems, using leveraged 
funds from various sources: 

1. Service to areas which do not have rail 
services and whose buses contribute 
to local congestion 

2. Relief of congestion on existing rail 
lines and stations (especially between 
the CBD and Parramatta for long-
distance passenger and freight 
services), and potentially surface 
congestion related to trunk bus 
services along main roads and within 
the CBD 

3. Special event support to major 
sporting and cultural events especially 
in the Moore Park precinct 

4. Accessibility to areas identified as 
being of special economic significance 
such as Parramatta, the Global Arc, 
UNSW and Barangaroo. 

 
The Anzac Metro was designed to meet 
several of the “gaps” as well as being the 
only prospective transit PPP. 

Bus Rapid Transit has higher capacity than light rail under apples-for-apples comparisons, without the 
expense and inflexibility of rails and wires (also using renewables and electric cells rather than bulk 

Hurstville to Macquarie Park                    4.46 m   passenger kilometres per day 
Camden/Campbelltown to Macq Pk    6.37 m 
 

Urban Transport Statement (2006) 

Potentially the largest flow in Sydney: 



electricity).  Case studies were done for the NRMA’s Clean Air 2000 campaign re Victoria Road and the 
Grand Parade.  Volvo produced this graphic a decade ago: 

 
As to why the same problems keep occurring, the views of former Directors-General were mentioned 
earlier – the breakdown of the proper division between political and expert arms of government.  The 
Brookings Institute has summarised broader issue this way -  “a century’s worth of political reforms have 
over-invested in fighting corruption and under-invested in building government capacity to mediate 
differences and forge compromise …”.  Related issues were summarised thus by Wikipedia: 

The nirvana fallacy refers to the tendency to assume that there is a perfect solution to a particular 
problem. A closely related concept is the perfect solution fallacy.  By creating a false dichotomy 
that presents one option which is obviously advantageous—while at the same time being 
completely implausible—a person using the nirvana fallacy can attack any opposing idea because 
it is imperfect. Under this fallacy, the choice is not between real world solutions;  it is, rather, a 
choice between one realistic achievable possibility and another unrealistic solution that could in 
some way be "better". 

A sharp local observer who sat in the centre of the NSW Government extended that: 

Voltaire was spot on with much urban/transport transport planning. Twerps preventing 
perfectly workable improvements from happening because the proposals don't measure up to 
some hypothetical or personal ideal or philosophy.  The political process has become intertwined 
with this magical thinking, dressed with a sauce of Greens willful, disdainful disregard of 
'plebeian' everyday concerns and priorities. We fancy ourselves to be a class-free society... 

 
The Wran Government inherited and strengthened a Transport Strategy Advisory Committee  comprising 
central and line agency department heads but no supplicant lobbies or companies.  That was dropped in 
the 1980s and its absence has been missed.  Bruce Baird’s Integrated Transport Strategy 1995 proposed its 
reintroduction and the Property Council proposed the same -  

• Establishment of a whole of Government taskforce consisting of the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet, Ministry of Transport, Department of Planning, Treasury, the RTA, and Sydney Metro 
Authority; 

• Appointment of an independent chair to oversee this taskforce and a peer review panel made up 
of experts to critique the taskforce work. 

The deficiency was been recognised at various times, for example high-level discussions involving 
Professor Peter Wilenski were held in the late 1970’s regarding the formation of a ‘Transport Development 
Co-ordination Authority’ as well as proposals by the then Ministry of Transport for the integration of roads 
and transport funding sources into a “Transport Improvement Fund”;  the development of annual 
professional economic, environmental and social impact analyses for the budgeting of funds (not 
apparent anymore);  and the re-orientation of central/Treasury functions towards urban outcomes (also 
not seen now).  Environment Minister Paul Landa explored the integration of planning functions at that 
time. 
 
The then Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning, Craig Knowles, pointed in his address to the Business 
Summit on 31 May 1995 to the efficiencies to be achieved if the various infrastructure systems can be 
brought together in an ‘urban infrastructure plan’.  The reforms he announced “will end the previous 
piecemeal planning that has seen suburbs developed without services and the failure to match resourcing 
with population growth”. 
 



The opposite applies now in most respects.  The private sector leads the determination of Government 
needs;  public servants sit on the committees of Infrastructure Partnerships Australia and like bodies;  and 
negotiations with private sector proponents are diffused rather than clear.  There appears to be very little 
critical ability to understand strategic transport/land use planning;  and even less willingness to articulate 
the impartial vision demonstrated by Sir Thomas Hughes’ Improvement Generation. 
 
Finally, there are few statutory provisions covering the formulation of metro-type projects either in a 
strategic land use/transport sense or in specific areas where property resumptions cause community 
outrage.  That is what happened in Ultimo and Balmain with the CBD Metro and is happening now with 
North Sydney and Sydney CBD.   

 

The Metro people provided the following notes on 24 and 25 November 2015: 

An environmental impact assessment for Chatswood to Sydenham will be undertaken during 2016. 
This will be followed by a similar assessment process for the Sydenham to Bankstown component 
of the project. Throughout this planning process, the community will have the opportunity to 
comment on topics such as construction impacts, property requirements, noise and vibration, 
access, traffic and metro operations. 

At this stage the Sydney Metro City & Southwest project goes from Chatswood through to 
Bankstown. Stations beyond Bankstown will have to interchange at Bankstown on to the new 
metro line.  The new metro line is fully automated and will have no timetable meaning people can 
turn up and go when interchanging.  The project is scheduled for completion in 2024.  The 
Bankstown end of the project will be safeguarded for a possible extension to Liverpool which will 
now be further investigated by Transport for NSW. Further investigations and public consultation 
will be undertaken in 2016. 

 
Shortly after that was received, on 2 December 2015, presumably in response to the query, Metro 
advertised its intention to proceed immediately through statutory processes. 
 
To show the level of the breakdown, the Minister for Roads was reported on 26 November 2015 as saying 
about a tram link from Parramatta to Olympic Park, "We will be having light rail, that will be coming through 
this sector.  We've got heavy rail here already. There are bus routes and this will be an improvement of the 
road infrastructure which will be linking with WestConnex which will be opening stage one in 2019”.  On 3 
December further changes to WestConnex’s Tempe layouts were announced, all from the black box of the 
Roads administration which was “brought into TfNSW” with fanfare in 2012. 
 
The Government has said it will seek to facilitate tram, metro and other projects as well as the Greater 
Sydney Commission with “land value” or “betterment” capture.  That has been defeated twice in Sydney 
by Conservative Governments and failed under London’s CrossRail 1.  iNSW reported that “Challenges for 
value capture mechanisms include identifying the beneficiaries, quantifying the gains and crystallising 
cashflows to Government. In the short term, value capture will not provide a substitute for the other funding 
strategies set out in this (report).  (A betterment scanning report for RailCorp had interesting conclusions 
in line with “low gain for much pain”.) 
 
Regarding the rail fundamentals, what Sydney needs now is a professional insiders’ symposium that is free 
of political manipulation.  The Christie reports are the inputs, the participants would update his analyses 
and collate them into a works program based on current budget allocations (which are much greater than 
in the 2000s).  That program would then go to Government in the time-honoured manner and to the 
community for comment.  In this case, consultation is needed rather than engagement. Planning approval 
processes will not come until 2016 – meaning that contentious property acquisition announcements have 
questionable legitimacy.   The Tunnel is not an urgent necessity especially if the proper analyses show it 
is a low-ranked option. 
 



Failures in analysis & assessment 
 
Sir Rod Eddington wrote his London and Melbourne strategies around the excellent UK Treasury’s 
guidelines.  NSW threw out its rulebook from about 1995. 
 
A separate paper examines “how such a situation could have happened”.  It encompasses the damaged 
relationship between elected and executive sectors, and learns from Brookings’ international survey 
which concluded that governments are trending to losing the ability to plan and negotiate quality 
outcomes.  Consult Australia recently stated in its Value Capture Roadmap that  

•  “NSW continues to struggle under suboptimal governance arrangements at the local and state 
government levels” 

• “Consistent and coordinated leadership (should be) non-partisan, evidence-based and in the long-
term public interest”  

• “institutional and governance arrangements for the provision of much of Australia’s public 
infrastructure are deficient and are a major contributor to unsatisfactory outcomes” (Productivity 
Commission) 

• “urban issues have lost traction at the Commonwealth and state government levels”. 

The Government’s election manifesto in March 2011, “Make NSW Number One Again” contained these 
words: 

… over 15 years of Labor, projects have gone off the rails with multi-million dollar cost overruns and 
blowouts in completion dates. Some projects have incurred hundreds of millions of dollars in 
expenditure – and been cancelled with nothing to show for it.  No boardroom, or CEO in the private 
sector would be permitted to get away with such incompetence…. Labor’s Rozelle Metro fiasco has 
cost at least $498 million in cancellation compensation costs.  (The Coalition will have) Independent 
verification of Treasury costings; and Clear statements on the impact of costings on forward budgets. 

The Commission of Audit’s proposal parallels the above:  

Reviews of cluster capital plans might commence with a priority review of Transport. The Government has 
identified Transport infrastructure as a priority for the State, with the Transport Capital Plan forecast to 
invest over $52 billion over 10 years on new Transport projects. The recent failures in this sector suggest that 
starting in Transport would be advisable. 

The NSW Commission of Audit found in 2012, every word being a gem: 

Government has a major role in setting infrastructure reliability and safety standards across both 
social and economic infrastructure.   Whilst many of these standards are sensible, inadequate 
evaluation of their impacts can lead to significant costs that outweigh the benefits provided by the 
infrastructure....  INSW‟s legislative framework provides it with a broad mandate to support the 
prioritisation, delivery and management of the State’s infrastructure. Its functions include:  

• leading the development of the next State Infrastructure Strategy  
• reviewing and evaluating submissions by agencies of major infrastructure projects valued 

greater than $100 million  
• overseeing the delivery of major projects, and where required, exercising its capacity to 

„step in‟ to deliver projects  

• undertaking ex-post reviews of completed projects as requested by Cabinet  
• advising on the priority of projects  
• reviewing and evaluating unsolicited infrastructure proposals  
• undertaking analysis and advising on economic and regulatory impediments  
• coordinating NSW infrastructure funding submissions to the Commonwealth Government.  

Further clarity is required on how INSW will work with central agencies and the clusters to deliver 
its functions.... From the perspective of infrastructure planning, it is vital that INSW increase 



discipline by introducing greater objective scrutiny of the social and economic objectives, 
specification of requirements and the budget cost estimates underpinning major infrastructure 
projects.  

 
The Commission agrees with the Lambert Review, that “rigorous and holistic asset planning in NSW 
is sometimes absent and tends to follow, rather than lead, the commitment to an infrastructure 
investment‟. Notably:  

• some specific infrastructure projects have been pursued for their own sake with little 
consideration to their objectives or the outcomes they actually deliver. The supporting 
evidence base for projects has sometimes been inadequate and anecdotal in nature  

• an emphasis is placed on providing new fixed infrastructure over addressing some of the 
demand drivers, or maintaining and improving the utilisation of existing assets  

• projects were not always subject to rigorous evaluation or detailed studies before they are 
announced publicly. This includes financial and economic cost-benefit analyses which are 
sometimes treated as a ‘compliance’ exercise, rather than being genuinely used by 
agencies to identify and evaluate optimal service solutions. Announced cost estimates are 
often much lower than actual delivery cost  

• there is a general lack of prioritisation and coordination of new infrastructure within and 
across sectors  

• a failure to strategically prioritise needs within realistic future funding limits set by 
reference to the fiscal capacity of the State.  

In fact, we not seen any Treasury costings or even settled route plans (even though Treasury’s Guidelines 
require that “An economic appraisal should be undertaken at the earliest possible stage in specific project 
development, before any planning commitment, real or implied, is given to a particular option, for example in 
terms of size or scale”).  Nor has the Metro prepared a business case and cannot do so properly as it 
makes-up the details and refuses to look at better options, of which there are many. 
 
The Metro says that its program is of State priority and that its business plan is in development – but that is in line 
with Mr Greiner’s words, that is, the process is “arse-about” (or worse) in sequence.  If requirements are “met” 
only after contracts have been signed, as with the much-derided CBD Metro, and the agency engages 
spinmeisters to hide the accountabilities and has to pay compensation (or has a contingency to), does not such 
non-compliance merit disciplinary action?  - at all levels.  Repeating the CBD Metro mistakes only 4 years after 
would have to be regarded in Einsteinian terms (his definition of stupidity).   
 
iAust’s report on the first round of funding submissions made the following observations, which directly 
apply still to Sydney’s metro train evolution: 

5. The quality of problem definition is poor. A 
number of projects had excellent analysis of the 
nature and causes of the problem and the costs 
of inaction on the economy, society or the 
environment. However, this analysis was absent 
in most cases, making it difficult to assess the 
scale of the problem or to identify the most 
pressing problems. 

6. Consideration of different interventions or 
solutions are rare. Only one project on the list 
uses soft infrastructure management to address 
the identified problem – notably, its economic 
return was very high. Genuine consideration of 
different options is a fundamental step in 
identifying the best solutions for Australia: this 
should be a substantial part of all business cases 

7. Many of the projects proposed are isolated 
from city, corridor or network planning. 
Long term planning is essential in 
infrastructure sectors; in future, 
Infrastructure Australia is likely to request an 
explanation of how individual projects 
support these efforts. 

8. The quality of economic analysis is absent or 
weak in places. In addition, an inevitable 
result of the different approaches taken by 
different organisations is that 
methodologies are difficult to compare. 
Greater commonality between 
methodologies would help comparisons and 
also help states and territories to deal with 
often complex analytical issues (such as the 



in future. assessment of Wider Economic Benefits). 
 
So the Metro is explicitly in breach of the Treasury’s TPP07-05 and other accepted guidelines.  Like Jim 
Steer’s review of the NW Metro (as quoted in other documents in this suite), it may well have a negative 
Benefit/Cost Ratio especially when the diseconomies are quantified.  International evidence is that higher 
population densities than we have are required to make new metro investments worthwhile.  Sydney’s 
Bradfield rail system is an invaluable and indispensable asset for this and coming generations.  It is there, 
do not wreck it.  The “Pause” package extends Christie’s staging (including metros) to maximise the 
chances of successful land use/transport planning in the long term, at last. 
 
Today’s situation is going to be an historic milestone when the unintended consequences are realised, 
namely no increased capacity on the lines that are “converted” despite spending some $20,000,000,000, 
and --- 

• closing the Bankstown and Hurstville lines for 
up to a year each as well as Epping to 
Chatswood 

• forcing the transfer of passengers at Epping, 
Sydenham/Central, Bankstown, Hurstville and 
possibly later Chatswood for North Shore 
services, in perpetuity;  as well as bus 
passengers to trams near George Street (Opal 
fares are higher when 2 modes are used so 
protests will escalate) 

• reducing services and maintenance on the 
Bradfield lines that have been duplicated 
especially the North Shore’s 

• over-densifying suburbs and increasing 
congestion generally and where stations can 
be redeveloped but the rail lines have 
insufficient capacity to handle higher loads 
and extra road space would impact on many 
properties 

• No positive benefit/cost ratio and capacity to 
contribute to higher network efficiencies 

• reducing Sydney’s ability to stage major 
events because of the 21st Century 
equivalent of “dual gauges” i.e. non-
connecting sub-systems 

• existence of a better and cheaper option 
which would add significant capacity to 
middle consolidation suburbs, and allow 
NorthWest travellers early access to KSA 
and the CBD without having to go over the 
Bridge – in fact, the line would take 1/3 of 
trains off the Bridge and eliminate the 
need for a $10,000,000,000+ tunnel 

• unnecessarily demolishing over 50 tall 
buildings to accommodate underground 
stations where there are already 
underground stations 

• Ignoring other options that would deliver 
greater local and system benefits at less 
cost and more quickly. 

Where are the assessed impact statements on these? 
 
The Government does not have one strategic document that observes accepted standards, in fact all of 
the Christie Reports (2001 and 2010) and iNSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy (2012) recommended for a 
Bradfield-based approach and against the breakneck speed of the Metro program.  (An important 
statement in Sydney’s Rail Options (2012) is contested below.) 
The next quotes reflect on iAust.  The undisciplined side of the Metro debate started in 2006 when the 
TTF, IPA and Business Chamber started to push a “compact” with metros radiating out from the CBD 
without cross-regional linkages.  This lacked sense then and since.  It was the essence of much of the 
nonsense: 

 
Feb 22 2011 then PM Abbott gave a major speech in Perth which included the following wise 
words: 

In 2008, infrastructure minister Anthony Albanese said that all infrastructure decision 
making would be based on “rigorous cost[benefit analysis to ensure the highest 
economic and social benefits to the nation over the long term.”  
 



He also declared that the government had a “commitment to transparency at all stages 
of the decision[making process” and that Infrastructure Australia would routinely 
undertake a “proper cost[benefit analysis” of projects to ensure that “value for 
taxpayers' dollars” was achieved.  
 
Only a year later, the government failed to release cost[benefit analyses for any of the 
15 big projects selected for funding in the 2009 Budget. Some of them were not even 
on Infrastructure Australia’s priority list. A subsequent National Audit Office report 
found that before Infrastructure Australia had come to any conclusions about the 28 
“pipeline” projects that it had identified, the government had already announced 
funding for 10 of them. 
 

On the same day The Australian carried these words in “Infrastructure Australia has been all but derailed”: 
THE Gillard government's confirmation that it will contribute $2.1 billion to building the 
Epping-Parramatta railway line in suburban Sydney will probably not help Labor in NSW, 
but it has delivered a fatal blow to the credibility of Infrastructure Australia. 
 
Set up, with great fanfare, to "develop a strategic blueprint for our nation's infrastructure 
needs", the whole rationale of Infrastructure Australia was that it would be national, 
scientific and impartial. A body of experts would weigh the merits of competing 
infrastructure proposals from across the nation and pick those that would deliver the 
greatest benefit for the taxpayer dollar. 
 
Yet, less than three years after its establishment, a combination of irrelevance and 
incompetence has Infrastructure Australia on the verge of joining the growing list of 
reforms Kevin Rudd failed to deliver. 
 
By signing off on the commonwealth contribution to the construction of Epping-
Parramatta, federal Infrastructure and Transport Minister Anthony Albanese has removed 
any pretext of national infrastructure funding decisions being taken on the basis of 
economic analysis. 
 
When Julia Gillard made the original announcement about funding the project in the 
federal campaign, not only had Infrastructure Australia not recommended spending even 
one cent on this project, it had not even been considered a strong enough proposal to 
form part of the NSW government submission seeking federal largesse. 
 
The best that Albanese could come up with, when queried as to why he was ignoring his 
own process, was the lame declaration that he had been discussing the proposal with 
chairman Rod Eddington for a "long period of time". 

 
iAust’s most recent report severely miscalculated the capacity of Sydney’s proposed metro (by more than 
60%), indicating it had swallowed the PR without critical intervention.  The quotes remind us of the 
statement that the current PM made on coming to his current office;  yet reckless abandonment seems to 
continue to be the mode of politics.   I will mention just a few of the NSW transgressions (which have no 
strategic analytical and community engagement justifications) – add the Victorian projects except to the 
extent they derive from Eddington, Brisbane City Council’s metro and  the Gold Coast tram extension: 

• NorthConnex 
• Metros 
• 2nd Harbour Crossing 
• Sports stadiums and Libby Cotter Bridge 
• Manly-Warringah public transport 
• ES trams 
• Parramatta trams especially the Olympic Park fiasco 



• Any and all of UGNSW’s work including their cold-shouldering of “better ideas” and 
domination by high-rise development experts from Lend Lease and similar companies. 

CONCLUSION 
 
The Government has started geotechnical explorations associated with the proposed tunnel and is making 
choices about the locations of stations.   It is acquiring and emptying 50 tall buildings. 
 
The reality is that the metro train network from Chatswood to Redfern has been brought forward by 
about 10 to 20 years and appears to be only part-funded.  There has been no Eddington-style appraisal of 
east-west and north-south transport needs as related to population and economic development “plans”, 
indeed, the great work by Ron Christie and Sir Rod has been negated.   
 
Specifically, the emphases on Alexandria and Darlington probably need to be converted to a local access 
agenda based on existing Redfern, Green Square and Mascot stations and bus/light rail feeders or similar.  
The systematic placement of metro stations virtually on top of existing stations is strange indeed.  There 
are matters that should be paused and others that should be considered but aren’t. 
 
The haste and secrecy associated with the Government’s decision on a Broadway or Alexandria choice 
appear to be unnecessary as does the “billion dollar blitz” in the CBD:  more care will produce less waste 
and better results.  The risk is that a much higher level of debt and operating inefficiency will be passed 
onto citizens, present and future, together with increased congestion, compared with the approach 
recommended by iNSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy and the further elements sitting in Sydney’s 
treasure trove of ideas.   
 
This all after a series of mistakes, starting with the Airport Link under the Fahey Government via a 
document that had no testing of projects against accepted standards;  and running through several road 
projects where traffic/revenue estimates were elevated;  to the NW then CBD Metro and the dramatic 
losses reported by Premier O’Farrell (above).   
 
It is easy to see that the Metro Trains project’s risks are unacceptably high and the standard of scenario 
and project analysis simply unacceptable.  The probability is that the risk includes higher congestion costs 
than under the status quo.  Once again, the losers will be commuters and taxpayers and – in the broadest 
sense – current and future citizens. 
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